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EPIDEMIOLOGY

Surgical Stabilization Improves Survival of Spinal
Fractures Related to Ankylosing Spondylitis
Yohan Robinson, MD, Johan Willander, PhD,y and Claes Olerud, MD, PhD 

Study Design. National registry cohort study.
Objective. The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of
surgical stabilization on survival of spinal fractures related to
ankylosing spondylitis (AS).
Summary of Background Data. Spinal fractures related to AS
are associated with considerable morbidity and mortality.
Multiple studies suggest a beneficial effect of surgical stabilization in these patients.
Methods. In the Swedish patient registry, all patients treated in
an inpatient facility are registered with diagnosis and treatment
codes. The Swedish mortality registry collects date and cause of
death for all fatalities. Registry extracts of all patients with AS
and spinal fractures including date of death and treatment were
prepared and analyzed for epidemiological purposes.
Results. Seventeen thousand two hundred ninety-seven individual patients with AS were admitted to treatment facilities in
Sweden between 1987 and 2011. Nine hundred ninety patients
with AS (age 66  14 years) had 1131 spinal fractures, of which
534 affected cervical, 352 thoracic, and 245 lumbar vertebrae.
Thirteen percent had multiple levels of injuries during the
observed period. Surgically treated patients had a greater survival
than those treated nonsurgically [hazard ratio (HR) 0.79,
P ¼ 0.029]. Spinal cord injury was the major factor contributing to
mortality in this cohort (HR 1.55, P < 0.001). The proportion of
surgically treated spinal fractures increased linearly during the last
decades (r ¼ 0.92, P < 0.001) and was 64% throughout the
observed years.
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Conclusions. Spinal cord injury threatened the survival of
patients with spinal fractures related to AS. Even though surgical
treatment is associated with a considerable complication rate, it
improved the survival of spinal fractures related to AS.
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A

nkylosing spondylitis (AS) is a rheumatoid disease
involving all joints of the axial skeleton. In the end
stage of the disease, all spinal segments are fused,
leaving a completely ankylosed spine, the bamboo-spine.1
Depleted of their flexibility, mechanical energy cannot be
absorbed in intervertebral discs, while osteoporosis weakens
the skeletal structure.2,3 Thus, even minor trauma may have
devastating effects, often an unstable spinal fracture with
complicating neurological impairment.3–6
Nowadays, treatment recommendations favor surgical
stabilization of fractures of the ankylosed spine.7 Still
between 33% and 46% of these patients receive nonsurgical
treatment.7,8 One reason for this is that surgical complications are common, despite the availability of multiple
well-developed surgical techniques.7,9 In addition, due to
complicating comorbidities, and neurological injury, the
postinjury mortality is relatively high.10 A meta-analysis
of 345 published cases between 1980 and 2007 finds a 3month mortality of 18% for spinal fractures related to AS
indicating the severity of this injury.8
Until now, no population-based data are available on the
impact of surgical treatment on survival after spinal fractures related to AS. Furthermore, the changing treatment
trend for these fractures is not well documented.
This study was designed to answer following questions
using the Swedish Patient Registry (SPR) and the Swedish
Mortality Registry (SMR):
(1) Does surgical stabilization improve survival of
patients with spinal fractures and end-stage AS?
(2) What are the predictors of survival of spinal fractures
related to AS?
(3) Is there a shift in treatment trends for spinal fractures
related to AS?
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PATIENTS AND METHODS
In Sweden, all inpatients are registered in the Patient Registry (SPR) with personal identification number, dates for
admission and interventions, diagnosis, and procedural
codes. The SMR registers personal identification number,
date, and cause of death for all deceased citizens. These
registries are maintained by the Swedish National Board of
Healthcare and Welfare (Socialstyrelsen).
After approval by the regional ethics review board of
Uppsala (Dnr 210/297/1) and separate review by the unit for
epidemiology of the Swedish National Board of Healthcare
and Welfare (Dnr 23875/2012), a dataset was extracted
from the SPR containing anonymized patient numbers
(allowing identification of duplicate registration), dates
for admission, date of surgery, diagnosis codes (both
ICD-9 and ICD-10), procedural codes for all patients with
the diagnosis code of spinal fracture, or AS from 1987 to
2011. Before anonymization, the dataset was cross-linked
with the SMR and dates of death were added to the dataset
allowing mortality investigations.
To identify spinal fractures, ICD-9 diagnosis codes were
used until 1996: 805A, 805B, 805C, 805D, 805E, 805F,
806A, 806B, 806C, 806D, 806E, 806F. Since 1997, the
ICD-10 classification was used to identify spinal fractures:
S12.0, S12.1, S12.2, S12.7, S12.8, S12.9, S13.0, S13.1,
S13.2, S13.3, S22.0, S22.1, S23.0, S23.1, S32.0, S32.1,
S33.0, S33.1. Hereafter, all patients with AS were identified
(ICD-9: 720, ICD-10: M45.9). To identify patients who
underwent spine surgery procedure, codes indicating stabilizing spinal operations were used [Swedish surgical procedure classification (until 1996): 8214, 8215, 8216, 8219,
8440, 8441, 8442, 8443, 8449, Swedish clinical procedure
code (from 1997): NAJ, NAG, NAT].11 Surgical treatment
with decompression only was not considered as surgical
stabilization, and halo-treatment was considered as conservative treatment.
Duplicate entries were identified and only counted once,
using the first time of admission with the diagnosis of a
spinal fracture. If a patient was readmitted with a spinal
fracture more than 2 years after the previous admission, he
was counted and marked as a sequential fracture case and
not removed as a duplicate. In the original dataset, duplicate
entries per patient reflect re-admissions possibly containing
valuable diagnosis codes of comorbidities. Therefore, all
diagnosis codes for comorbidities and later procedures on
each patient were stored in a singular entry before erasing
duplicate entries. This allowed for instance determining the
Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) for each case.12
The software R-studio version 0.98.1091 (Free Software
Foundation, Boston, MA) was used to process the dataset
and perform the statistical analyses. A logistic regression
model was used to determine the odds ratio (OR) of covariates on the treatment allocation. The Kaplan–Meier
method was employed to determine median survival and
to plot the survival curve. Five Cox proportional hazards
regression models were tested and the most predictive model
1698
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applied to determine the hazard ratio (HR) of covariates.13
Results were presented with 95% confidence intervals (95%
CIs) and were considered as statistically significant if P value
was less than 0.05.

RESULTS
A total of 32,088 hospital admissions with AS were registered in the SPR between 1987 and 2011 (Figure 1). After
removal of duplicate entries, 17,297 cases remained. The
inclusion flow chart is presented in Figure 1. During the
included 990 hospital admissions, 1131 AS-related spinal
fractures were treated. Sequential fractures with separate
admissions of an individual patient were found in 61 cases.
Baseline data according to treatment allocation are presented in Table 1.
Male patients and patients with spinal cord injury were
more likely to be operated on, as well as patients operated
during the more recent years. Table 2 presents the OR of
covariates in the logistic regression model.
The proportion of surgically treated spinal fractures
increased linearly during the last decades (r ¼ 0.92,
P < 0.001) and has been about 64% throughout the
observed time period (Figure 2).
Of the 17,297 cases from the SPR with AS, 4897 had
already deceased according to the SMR. In the included 990
cases of AS patients with spinal fractures, the median survival
was 8.9 years (95% CI 7.75–10.0); the 3-month mortality
was 17% (Figure 3). Results of 5 tested Cox proportional
hazard models are presented in Table 3. The most predictive
Cox regression model found age, gender, SCI, and CCI
contributing to mortality in this cohort (r2 ¼ 0.339). Surgical
stabilization had a positive impact on survival (HR ¼ 0.79,
P ¼ 0.027). Survival of AS-related spinal fractures was
improved by being hospitalized now and not years ago
(HR ¼ 0.96, P < 0.001). Results for covariates in the Cox
proportional hazards model are presented in Table 4.

Figure 1. Inclusion flow diagram.
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TABLE 1. Baseline Values of Included Cases With Spinal Fractures Related to Ankylosing Spondylitis
Age (years)
Mean
SD

Treatment

n

Surgical
Nonsurgical
All

636
354
990

Thoracic Fracture
n

65.4
66.2
65.7

12.7
15.0
13.6

Lumbar Fracture

Gender
n male
n female
547
273
820

89
81
170

Multilevel Fracture

CCI
Mean

SD

4.8
4.7
4.8

2.4
2.5
2.4

Sequential Fracture

Cervical Fracture
N
Percent
381
153
534

59
43
54

Spinal Cord Injury

Percent

n

Percent

n

Percent

N

Percent

n

Percent

37
32
36

115
130
245

18
36
25

91
39
130

14
11
13

40
21
61

6
6
6

122
41
163

19
12
16

238
114
352

DISCUSSION
The main findings of this study were (1) an improved survival
with surgical stabilization of patients with spinal fractures
related to AS, (2) a dramatic impact of spinal cord injury on
the overall mortality of these patients, (3) a significant trend
toward surgical management of spinal fractures related to AS,
and (4) an improved survival of patients with spinal fractures
related to AS during the last decades.

Improved Survival by Surgical Stabilization
In this study, surgical stabilization had a clear beneficial
effect on survival of spinal fractures related to AS. Until
now, little is published on the effect of surgery on survival.
The meta-analysis of publications between 1980 and 2007
by Westerveld et al8 finds no significant effect of surgery on
survival. In 2010, Caron et al7 review retrospectively 112
patients with spinal fractures related to AS or DISH. They
find a 1-year mortality of surgically treated patients of 23%
(17 of 75), compared with 51% (19 of 37) with nonsurgical
treatment (x2-test, P ¼ 0.005). In this context, the results
from our study seem valid.
For the treatment allocation in the presented dataset, a
significant selection bias must be assumed. Both patients
with simple nondisplaced fractures and those with

considerable comorbidity are likely to receive nonsurgical
treatment,8 while those with fracture dislocation, SCI, and
relatively good health are more likely to be operated on. The
descriptive statistics of the present dataset revealed that
those with SCI were more likely to be treated surgically,
but those with lumbar fractures were in the majority of cases
treated nonsurgically. Patient comorbidity as measured with
the CCI did not play a major role in treatment decision.
Fracture location and SCI entered the COX-regression
analysis as independent covariates, but surgical treatment
remained a significant predictor for survival. As fracture
displacement was not accessible in our database, this factor
could not be adjusted for. Assuming that a fracture would be
treated rather surgically the more it is displaced, adding
fracture displacement could only strengthen the beneficial
effect of surgical treatment.
With regard to the surgical treatment of spinal fractures
related to AS, multiple complications are common. Wound
infections of up to 16%, pulmonary complications of up to
63%, and mechanical complications of up to 23% are
described.7,9,14–16 Some of these complications may be
associated with mortality by themselves.9 However, the risk
of surgical complications did not attenuate the positive
effect on survival found in the SPR.

TABLE 2. Odds Ratio (OR) and 95% CI of Covariates for Surgical Treatment Allocation
95% CI
Age
Male gender
Cervical fracture
Thoracic fracture
Lumbar fracture
Multilevel fractures
Sequential admissions
Spinal cord injury
Charlson Comorbidity Index
Year of admission

OR

Lower

Upper

P

0.99
1.52
1.00
0.71
0.35
2.36
0.75
2.73
0.99
1.11

0.98
1.05
0.27
0.19
0.09
0.47
0.42
1.77
0.91
1.08

1.01
2.19
4.18
3.01
1.46
10.82
1.38
4.31
1.08
1.14

0.430
0.026
0.999
0.621
0.122
0.274
0.343
0.000
0.865
0.000

95% CI indicates 95% confidence interval; OR, odds ratio.
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Figure 2. Linear trend of the annual proportion of patients treated
surgically for spinal fractures related to ankylosing spondylitis
(r ¼ 0.92; P < 0.001).
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As in most previously investigated populations, age and
sex were associated with mortality. Furthermore, patient
comorbidity played a major role for surgical survival. This
study confirmed that the CCI is associated with postoperative mortality.16
Spinal cord injury was related to considerable mortality
in patients with AS. It is well documented that spinal cord
injury in AS patients is associated with mortality, being
greater the more cranial and the more complete the lesion
is.17,18 A recently published cohort study finds survival of
surgically treated cervicothoracic injuries in AS to be threatened by complete spinal cord injury (HR ¼ 8.3, P ¼ 0.02).9
The avoidance of spinal cord injury by preventive measures
and proper prehospital stabilization, and the awareness of
the particular circumstances required for SCI rehabilitation
will reduce the mortality of spinal injuries related to AS.19

25

Figure 3. Kaplan–Meier survival curve of 990 cases with spinal fracture related to ankylosing spondylitis.

Predictors of Mortality
In our study, the 3-month mortality of patients with spinal
fractures related to AS was 17%, which has intriguing
similarity to the 3-month mortality of 18% in the study
by Westerveld et al.8

For decades, many have avoided surgical treatment of spinal
fractures related to AS, as the injured patients often were in a
poor condition complicated by comorbidity.20 Thus, nonsurgical treatment has been applied in many patients. External immobilization of spinal fractures related to AS requires
well-experienced staff and time-consuming nursing.20
Unfortunately, even under the most optimal conditions,
complications are common, and the mortality is high.7,21
During the last 2 decades, there was a trend in Sweden
toward surgical treatment of these fractures being today
around 70%. This reflects the growing number of recommendations to treat spinal fractures related to AS surgically.3,7,8 The rationale behind the recommendation for
surgical stabilization is based on the biomechanical understanding, that fractures of the ankylosed spine resemble
transverse diaphysary long bone fractures. Long lever arms
cranially and caudally of the fracture interfere with bony

TABLE 3. Hazard Ratio (HR) of Covariates in 5 Tested Cox Proportional Hazards Models Presented

With r2

1
HR

Model
Age
Male gender
Cervical fracture
Thoracic fracture
Lumbar fracture
Multilevel fractures
Sequential fractures
Surgical treatment
Spinal cord injury
Charlson Comorbidity Index
Year of admission
r2
Degrees of freedom
Levels of significance: P < 0.1; P < 0.05;
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2
HR

3
HR

4
HR

5
HR

1.05
1.33

1.05
1.29
1.21
0.96
0.97

0.85

0.80
1.68

0.82
1.57
1.27
0.96

0.79
1.55
1.28
0.96

1.05
1.29
1.66
1.32
1.33
0.69
0.94
0.79
1.55
1.28
0.96

0.003
1

0.022
2

0.335
6

0.339
9

0.338
11



P < 0.001. HR indicates hazard ratio.
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TABLE 4. Hazard Ratio (HR) and 95% CI of Covariates for Mortality in the Most Predictive Cox

Proportional Hazards Model
95% CI
Age
Male gender
Cervical fracture
Thoracic fracture
Lumbar fracture
Surgical treatment
Spinal cord injury
Charlson Comorbidity
Index
Year of admission

HR

Lower

Upper

P

1.05
1.29
1.21
0.96
0.97
0.79
1.55
1.28

1.04
1.00
0.88
0.72
0.70
0.64
1.22
1.22

1.06
1.67
1.66
1.27
1.33
0.97
1.97
1.35

0.000
0.047
0.245
0.761
0.841
0.027
0.000
0.000

0.96

0.95

0.98

0.000

95% CI indicates 95% confidence interval; HR, hazard ratio.

healing, and nonunion will result if sufficient stability is
not provided. Therefore, a long posterior fixation of at least
level 3 above and below the fracture is recommended by
several authors.7,22
Following these recommendations, the survival of spinal
fractures related to AS improved in Sweden during the last
decades. The positive effect of surgical treatment was significant, but only at the P less than 0.05 level, indicating that
medical care improvements other than surgical treatment
must have played their part. Further research should be
performed to investigate, for instance, the effect of biological anti-rheumatic treatment on fracture incidence
and survival.

Limitations of Registry Studies
All registry studies must be criticized for observational errors,
for data are only as good as the quality of registration. Fracture
underreporting may occur, while prehospital fatalities are not
registered in the SPR, and causative AS-related spinal fractures
remain unrecognized.23 The diagnosis registration of deceased
patients during or right after treatment is most likely not
pursued with the same endeavor as of those discharged in a
healthier condition. Difficulties may arise, while reporting
noncontiguous fractures or spinal fractures in a multiple
trauma context, wherein reporting of all injuries separately
will cause significant documentation work for the individual
surgeon. Missing information at the time of admission due to
communication failures, the surgeon’s defect knowledge, or
the surgeon’s lack of attention to detail reduce the quality of
registration.24 Beyond that, poor coder training, absent quality
control, misspecification, unbundling, and upcoding lead to
inappropriate registration of correctly written diagnoses.24
The validation of the SPR using other quality registries
confirms high validity of registered orthopedic diagnoses.25
Diagnoses of hip fractures are correctly identified in more
than 95%. Since the SPR was started in the 1960s, a coding
learning curve could explain an increasing incidence for
most diagnosis groups. Instead, no increasing incidence of
lumbar fractures was reported in the SPR during the last
Spine

decades, which would have been expected if a systematic
bias was present.26 Obviously, the current registration quality is good, and registration bias cannot explain the findings
in this study. Besides, the Swedish reimbursement policy
requires complete diagnosis registration, an effective incitement to proper coding.
The continuous increase of the incidence of spinal fractures related to AS—despite the improvements of medical
treatment—may be explained by changes in the population
age pyramid, greater awareness of fractures, improved diagnostics, improved emergency care reducing fatalities, and a
higher activity level of patients receiving modern medical
and physical therapy.7,26 For the individual surgeon, this
means that the level of alert cannot be lowered for injured
AS patients. An AS patient—even after minor trauma—
should be managed as having a fracture until the diagnosis
has been established or excluded.27 Preventive measures—as
the avoidance of alcohol intoxication, contact sports (ie,
rugby), high impact sports (ie, tennis), and the use of seat
belts and car seat headrests at all times while driving—
should not be neglected.4 First, during the upcoming decades, the optimized biological treatment will have reached
a greater epidemiological effect. Until then, hopefully, the
increasing trend of spinal fracture incidence related to AS
has been reversed.

Key Points
Surgical stabilization improved survival of patients
with spinal fractures related to AS.
Spinal cord injury was associated with greater
mortality of patients with spinal fractures related
to AS.
There was a trend toward surgical management
of spinal fractures related to AS.
During the last decades, an improved survival of
patients with spinal fractures related to AS
was seen.
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